An Incomplete* Letter from Sarah Orne Jewett to Annie Fields
Mediums, Celia Thaxter, and a Spiritual Experience for SOJ
(in sleeve marked K-6)
(nd Annie Fields has written “1882” in pencil at the top of the first page. James T. Fields
died in April of 1881 - and Annie went through bouts of depression and despair over her
loss)
Monday noon
My own dear darling your letter makes me wish to fly to you. There is one thing about it all; it seems
to have been done to make you surer than ever that the love still holds and follows you. You were
sure already, and it does not seem to me that this was needed, but - here it is! And I think you are
right in your saying
[2]

that there shall be no more of it - no more, I mean, of your going outside to find what is you own and
will come to you at any rate. It is simple curiosity that sends most people to mediums; if one has need
of these revelations they will come unsought. I never shall forget that morning last winter when that
message was told me for you as you sat writing at your
[3]
desk. But for Celia this will work wonders, if only her imagination is not fascinated and excited by
the wonder and mystery of it. I think we should hold it as sacred a thing as possible for her sake and
help her to reverence it, and not dream of degrading it into a mere satisfaction of curiosity. Thank
God for anything by which a human soul
[4]
is helped to see more clearly the reality of our spiritual life in this world or the next!12
My heart went with every word you said about Mrs. Ole and the summer plan. Why is not
July better than June in that northern country? and there will not be anytime all summer so good for
England

*It is not clear where the remainder of this letter is. The collection has some individual pages and it is possible that the closing is there... 8-6-02

1 For the interest o f Celia Thaxter, Sarah and Annie in a medium, Rose Darrah, see Blanchard, p. 181. Annie
and Sarah apparently consulted a medium prior to the European trip referred to in this letter
2 Annie and Sarah visited Sarah Chapman Bull, the American born widow o f famed Norwegian violinist, Ole
Bull, on the island o f Lyso on July 15, 1882. See Blanchard, p. 143.

